Privilège launches new Signature 580 « Épure »
Greifswald 16 January 2020 Luxury catamaran builder Privilège has
unveiled a new version of its Signature 580 featuring even more onboard comfort and better stowage for bluewater sailors.
The major innovation to the new Signature 580 « Épure » is to offer
three huge exterior lockers in place of the forward cockpit. This storage
can be converted into a comfortable sunbathing area by simply laying
down cushions, which are easy to stow again when heavy weather is on
the horizon.
With no forward cockpit, there is no need for a door through from the
saloon, creating even more living space internally. This also allows for
uninterrupted glazing around the chart table which gives better visibility
and lends the boat an even more dynamic look.
Of course, the Signature 580 range features an optimised hull shape
with an inverted bow, greater flare and a raised forefoot. The benefits
are more lift at the bow, especially at speed, making for better trim and
more buoyancy running into waves. This in turn lightens the steering
and reduces the effort required by the helmsperson or the autopilot.
Bluewater sailors will especially appreciate the lighter rudder loads and
lower power consumption that this provides.
But anyone who takes pleasure from the sensation of helming under sail
will feel the benefits.
Both versions of the Privilège 580 Signature are optimised for a
maximum of comfort and seaworthiness. At the stern, elegant stairs
lead to the bathing platforms, while the flybridge becomes a real private
terrace with direct access through the helm station.
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Being a Privilège catamaran, there is a world of layout choices that
make every boat truly unique. Move the galley down to the starboard
hull or up to the spacious saloon; decide on the number of cabins;
specify crew quarters. And if a customer can’t find the solution they’re
looking for in the lengthy options list, Privilège can create it for them –
from a humidor to a dog kennel, the in-house design team can
accommodate almost any wishes.
Whatever the configuration, every boat boasts a first-class interior,
finished in the finest handcrafted materials. It’s all part of the attention
to detail for which Privilège is renowned.

Specifications
Total sail area:
LOA:
Beam:
Mast length:
Draft:
Fuel tank:
Fresh water:
Engine diesel:
CE certificate:
price:

2.292 sqft
61´2˝
30´1˝
90´45˝
5´9˝
264 gal
264 gal
2x 75 hp
A-12

from 1.700.000 €
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